Cold, neutral hydroxyl radicals are Stark decelerated and efficiently loaded into a permanent magnetic trap. The OH molecules are trapped in the rovibrational ground state at a density of $10 6 cm À3 and temperature of 70 mK. Collision studies between the trapped OH sample and supersonic beams of atomic He and molecular D 2 determine absolute collision cross sections. The He-OH and D 2 -OH center-of-mass collision energies are tuned from 60 cm À1 to 230 cm À1 and 145 cm À1 to 510 cm À1 , respectively, yielding evidence of quantum threshold scattering and resonant energy transfer between colliding particles. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.101.203203 PACS numbers: 34.50.Ez, 37.10.Mn, 37.10.Pq Research in the field of cold polar molecules is progressing rapidly. An array of interesting topics is being developed, including precision measurement and fundamental tests [1] [2] [3] , quantum phase transitions [4] , and ultracold chemistry [5, 6] . In particular, dipolar molecules with welldefined quantum states will enable us to exquisitely control their interactions via applied electric fields [7, 8] . The longrange, anisotropic interactions between dipolar molecules lead to new types of collision dynamics that could be used for novel collective effects [9, 10] , quantum state engineering, and information processing.
Research in the field of cold polar molecules is progressing rapidly. An array of interesting topics is being developed, including precision measurement and fundamental tests [1] [2] [3] , quantum phase transitions [4] , and ultracold chemistry [5, 6] . In particular, dipolar molecules with welldefined quantum states will enable us to exquisitely control their interactions via applied electric fields [7, 8] . The longrange, anisotropic interactions between dipolar molecules lead to new types of collision dynamics that could be used for novel collective effects [9, 10] , quantum state engineering, and information processing.
Ultracold heteronuclear molecules have been produced via magnetic association or photoassociation of dualspecies ultracold atom pairs [11, 12] . Most of these molecules are in excited rovibrational states, permitting ultracold atom-molecule collision studies to probe molecular decay processes [13, 14] . Coherent control techniques via exquisite manipulation of light fields have been implemented to drive these internally excited molecules produced in the initial association step into deeply bound states with large dipole moments [15, 16] .
Cold polar molecules in the ground state can be directly produced via cryogenic buffer-gas cooling or Stark deceleration, but at temperatures typically in the range of 10 mK to 1 K. For example, buffer-gas cooling methods have allowed for magnetic trapping of NH [17] and CaH [18] at $1 K. The presence of the cooling He atoms naturally led to the studies of He-molecule collisions [19] and the observation of the quadratic dependence of the inelastic spin relaxation collision rate on rotational constant for 3 AE NH molecules. Stark deceleration of supersonic molecular beams readily produces state-selected, $100 mK samples at densities of 10 6 -10 8 cm À3 [20, 21] . Stark-decelerated molecules have been used in crossed-beam collisions with atomic species such as Xe [22] .
In this Letter, we describe the confinement of cold dipolar molecules in a permanent magnetic trap loaded from a Stark decelerator. The open trap geometry facilitates molecular collision studies with external beams.
We present total collision cross sections for D 2 -OH and He-OH collisions within a magnetic trap confining Starkdecelerated OH molecules. The atomic and molecular beams are produced in a supersonic nozzle cooled by liquid nitrogen, and the He-OH and D 2 -OH center-of-mass collision energies can be tuned from 60 to 230 cm À1 and 145 to 510 cm À1 , respectively. To our knowledge, these energies represent the lowest observed in molecular collisions with absolute cross section measurements. Our magnetic trap design permits the application of electric dipole fields of tunable strength [23] that can be used to study novel dipolar collisions such as between fully polarized OH and NH 3 . Both buffer-gas cooling [24] and Stark deceleration produce a large class of cold polar molecule beams. In combination with the trap described here, a wide variety of chemically interesting interspecies collisions can be studied at hitherto unexplored collision energies.
Importantly, collisions between hydrogen (H, H 2 ) and larger polar molecules (OH, H 2 O, CO, H 2 CO, SiO) are of astrophysical interest due to their possible role as pumps for interstellar masers [25] . In particular, specific emission lines of interstellar OH (1720 MHz) and H 2 CO (4.8 GHz) masers have been attributed to collision-induced inversion by H 2 [26, 27] . By directly comparing D 2 -OH cross sections with those of the more theoretically tractable He-OH, we will aid molecular collision theory at energy scales below 200 cm À1 .
A pulsed supersonic beam of OH radicals is produced by striking an electric discharge through a mixture of 27 mbar H 2 O and 1.5 bar Kr. The resulting OH beam consists of rotationally cold, 2 Å 3=2 molecules whose mean longitudinal velocity is 490 m=s. The packet passes through a 3 mm diameter skimmer and is then coupled via an electrostatic hexapole into the 142-stage Stark decelerator. The Stark decelerator slows weak-field seeking OH molecules residing in the jJ ¼ 3=2; m J ¼ AE3=2; fi state, where J represents total angular momentum and m J is the projection of J along the electric (E) field axis. The third quantum number denotes the parity of the state. The design and operating
week ending 14 NOVEMBER 2008 0031-9007=08=101 (20)=203203 (4) 203203-1 Ó 2008 The American Physical Society principle of this decelerator is discussed in previous work [28] . The Stark decelerator is operated at a phase angle 0 of 50.352 in order to slow a 120 mK portion of the OH packet to 36 m=s. When slowing to velocities below 50 m=s, we observe maximum decelerator efficiency for 45 0 55 . Operation at these intermediate phase angles increases transverse packet confinement and reduces the coupling between transverse and longitudinal motion [29, 30] .
We stop and confine the decelerated 36 m=s OH packet within a permanent magnetic trap whose center lies 1 cm from the final decelerator rod pair. This trap, depicted in Fig. 1 , represents a marked improvement over our previous magneto-electrostatic trap in both design simplicity and ultimate trapping efficiency [23] . The magnetic trap is constructed by mounting two Ni-coated NdFeB permanent ring magnets in an opposing orientation such that a magnetic quadrupole field is produced between them. The N42SH rating of these magnets ensures an operating temperature of up to 150 C and a residual magnetization of 1.24 T. The inner and outer radii of the magnets measure 2 and 6 mm, respectively, while their thickness is 4 mm. The center-to-center magnet spacing of 7 mm in this magnetic trap yields a longitudinal magnetic (B) field gradient of 2 T=cm. This longitudinal separation matches the extent of the molecular packet entering the trap region from the Stark decelerator and therefore maximizes the trap density. Figure 2 illustrates the trap loading sequence used with the magnetic trap of Fig. 1 . In Fig. 2(a) , the Ni coatings of the ring magnets are charged to AE12 kV precisely 1 s after the final deceleration stage is grounded. At this point, the magnets become high-voltage electrodes and serve as a final Stark-slowing stage for the 36 m=s molecules. In addition to the large stopping potential between the magnets, there exists a smaller potential between the final decelerator rod pair and the first trap magnet. This barrier reflects the small number of molecules with longitudinal velocity less than 25 m=s. However, the barrier's transverse E-field gradient serves to confine the slow molecules as they enter the trap region. The OH packet is brought to rest directly between the magnets in 400 s, at which point the high voltage is switched off. Those hydroxyl radicals occupying the weak-magnetic-field-seeking j3=2; 3=2; fi state (50% of the stopped molecules) are then confined within a magnetic quadrupole trap measuring k B Â 480 mK deep in the longitudinal dimension, where k B is Boltzmann's constant. The trap potential is shown in Fig. 2(b) . We note that Metsala et al. used a permanent magnet to reflect a molecular beam [31] , but here we present the first realization of a permanent magnetic trap for neutral molecules.
Typical time-of-flight data and corresponding threedimensional Monte Carlo simulation results are displayed in Fig. 3(a) . Decelerated and trapped molecules are detected via laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). Lenses mounted in-vacuum allow for a fluorescence collection solid angle of $0:1 sr. In Fig. 3(a) , the large peak at 0.4 ms is the stopped OH packet imaged at trap center. Transverse oscillation of the trapped packet is observed in both data and simulation over 2 ms. The number and density of trapped OH are measured to be >10 3 and $10 6 cm À3 , respectively. A temperature of 70 mK is estimated from Monte Carlo simulation, also consistent with the molecular packet delivered by the Stark decelerator. Because of the large quadrupole B field present in the trap, only a fraction of the OH sample is detected, as the longitudinal 5 GHz Zeeman shift near each magnet is larger than our LIF laser linewidth. This effect is included in the trap density estimates. Figure 3 
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203203-2 sions with background gas. The trap chamber pressure of 7:5 Â 10 À9 Torr consists of equal parts H 2 O and Kr. We note that this trap would be ideal for proposed multipleloading schemes for molecules such as NH [32] .
The open structure of the magnetic trap allows for low center-of-mass energy (E c:m: ) collision studies between the trapped OH and external molecular or atomic beams. As large electric fields are used only for initial trap loading, there is no risk of high-voltage breakdown when pulsing such beams through the trap. Furthermore, though all collisions reported herein were observed with the magnets grounded, a relatively small polarizing E field (few kV/cm) can be applied to the magnets after trap loading without loss of confined molecules-thereby enabling investigation of dipolar collisions. Figure 4 displays results from separately scattering beams of He and D 2 with the trapped OH sample. For this work, we place a pulsed solenoid valve (General Valve Series 99) and 1 mm diameter skimmer assembly, as shown in Fig. 1 , such that the skimmed atomic or molecular beam passes directly between the magnets. The solenoid valve rests in a bath of liquid nitrogen while its 1 mm output nozzle is heated via 25 turns of manganin wire to allow for tuning of the beam velocity. All scattering data are taken at He and D 2 backing pressures of 2.0 and 2.7 bar, respectively. As expected, we observe that the beam velocities scale as the square root of the nozzle temperature. The E c:m: of the He-OH and D 2 -OH systems can therefore be tuned to minima of $60 cm À1 and $145 cm À1 , respectively. Measurements of beam flux and velocity are made using a fast ionization gauge and a microphone-based pressure sensor placed 13 cm apart. The uncertainty in the interspecies calibration of the ionization gauge is $10%. The measured 8% velocity spread of the supersonic He beam gives a collision energy resolution of 9 cm À1 at the lowest nozzle temperature. Figure 4 (a) displays the time dependence of OH trap loss as a supersonic beam of He traverses the magnetic trap. Trap density drops sharply over the first $1 ms after the solenoid valve is fired, then remains constant over the time scale shown. Although the partial pressure of the scattering gas in the trap chamber rises as the supersonic beam scatters from the chamber walls, we measure an OH trap lifetime of >50 ms following the initial collision. Such vastly different time scales allow us to differentiate be- tween trap loss due to the supersonic beam and that resulting from background gas collisions. Trap loss at a given nozzle temperature is measured by repeatedly comparing OH population 1 ms before and 2 ms after the solenoid valve is triggered. The total cross sections of Fig. 4(b) are determined from the trap loss data by normalization to the corresponding beam flux measured with the fast ionization gauge at a given nozzle temperature. We also find that the trap loss scales linearly with the beam flux, confirming that we are operating in the single-collision regime.
An important advantage inherent to using trapped molecules as the scattering target is the ability to directly measure the absolute collision cross section. To do this, we use a leak valve to fill the trap chamber with a known pressure of He gas, then measure the OH trap lifetime at that pressure. The temperature of the chamber walls is 298 K, placing the E c:m: of the thermal He-OH collisions at $250 cm À1 . The data point for He-OH collisions at 230 cm À1 from Fig. 4(b) is then scaled to this absolute cross section of 127 AE 18 # A 2 . For OH molecules in their ground electronic and vibrational state, the energy splitting of the two lowest lying rotational levels, J ¼ 3=2 and J ¼ 5=2, is 84 cm À1 . In a previous crossed-beam experiment, an abrupt decrease in the Xe-OH inelastic cross section was observed as E c:m: was tuned below this value [22] . The He data of Fig. 4(b) possess this feature. Because the magnetic trapping potential is sensitive to the internal state of the OH molecule, we cannot differentiate between trap loss due to elastic or inelastic collisions. Nevertheless, such a sudden decrease of the total cross section below 84 cm À1 is indicative of threshold behavior. The collision cross section of D 2 -OH is larger than that of He-OH. This is understandable since the D 2 beam is an ortho-para mixture and contains a large fraction of frozen-in J ¼ 1 population. The ratio of the two cross sections at 230 cm À1 is consistent with previous H 2 -OH and He-OH pressure-broadening measurements made at a temperature of 298 K [33] . The enhanced collision cross sections for D 2 -OH result from the quadrupole moment of the D 2 J ¼ 1 state that can interact strongly at long range with the OH dipole. Yet another striking feature of the collision data is the pronounced peak in the D 2 -OH cross section for E c:m: $ 305 cm À1 , which suggests resonant energy transfer. Although more theoretical consideration is warranted, the 300 cm À1 J ¼ 3 J ¼ 1 transition of the 1 AE þ g D 2 molecule may be contributing to the inelastic cross section at this energy. Another possible explanation is collision-induced decay of J ¼ 2 molecules present in an imperfect D 2 supersonic expansion.
In conclusion, we demonstrate a new permanent magnetic trap design that confines a dense sample of cold OH molecules as a cold collision target. Velocity-tunable supersonic beams of He and D 2 intersecting the magnetically trapped cold OH molecules yield absolute collision cross sections over an energy range of 60 to 230 cm À1 and 145 to 510 cm À1 , respectively. Threshold behavior is observed in He-OH collisions, and an enhancement of inelastic cross sections is seen in the D 2 -OH system near 305 cm À1 . Having demonstrated the usefulness of this permanent magnetic trap for collision studies, future goals include using colder continuous beams of polar molecules as the colliding partner for OH. With the ability to apply a sufficiently strong polarizing field within the magnetic trap [34] , we aim to reach sufficiently low E c:m: to observe dipole-dipole interactions.
